
Mobile Video Guard: Security with a Difference

Founded in 2016, Mobile Video Guard’s mission is to provide clients with the latest in security technolo-
gy, experienced personnel, and the highest quality customer service in the industry. After many years in 
law enforcement and security, we knew there had to be a better way, which led to the design and 
development of Mobile Video Guard trailers and pole/wall mounted units.

From construction sites to scrap yards, Mobile Video Guard’s complete approach to site security o�ers 
customers peace of mind from security concerns and potential safety threats. Through real-time 
updates and noti�cation systems, Mobile Video Guard is able to identify hazardous situations and 
prevent crime before it happens.

Shawn Scarlata, Founder of Mobile Video Guard, had previously been using another surveillance solu-
tion that proved di�cult to setup and provision. With each device requiring individual programming, 
the solution frequently crashed when being accessed by multiple users at di�erent site locations.

Needing to modernize with a cloud-based video surveillance, Scarlata set out to evaluate the current 
market choices. Solution requirements included; real-time, on demand surveillance with redundancy 
and centralized management. Camcloud was the vendor of choice, after successful demos and a trial 
that exceeded their expectations.
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“Camcloud’s solution solves many of the 
surveillance challenges that we face in the 
construction industry.”
— Shawn Scarlata, Founder



Speci�c to the construction industry that Mobile Video Guard serves, traditional unarmed security 
guards are expensive and often times unreliable. With the latest monitoring technology, Mobile Video 
Guard service saves clients valuable revenue across entire real estate portfolios and more e�ciently 
addresses security concerns. The focus can now be on providing the most comprehensive solution that 
signi�cantly raises the customers’ levels of safety and security.

Construction industry challenges:

•   Theft and vandalism that occurs at construction sites
•   Traditional solution using physical armed guards creates is costly and unreliable
•   A lot of theft originates from inside jobs—requiring visibility throughout proximity
•   Ensuring safety onsite—monitoring PPE (personal protective equipment)

With Camcloud’s video surveillance solution, Mobile Video Guard is able to maintain full proximity of 
the site(s)—both internal and external—while reducing human resource costs.  With cameras located in 
key areas, they can keep an eye on tools and equipment to ensure theft is reduced/managed. Real-time 
views ensure that sta� is wearing the proper PPE and maintaining safety standards.

“Camcloud’s solution solves many of the surveillance challenges that we face in the construction 
industry,” Shawn Scarlata, Founder. “We were able to switch to Camcloud seamlessly and found it easy 
to manage, could scale quickly and the customer support is second to none”.

Since selecting Camcloud in 2018, Mobile Video Guard now has over 40+ sites leveraging the Camcloud 
solution for business surveillance, with 150+ cameras and plans to add 200+ more. Remote monitoring, 
enhanced coverage, faster response time and prevention of lost recordings are all having a positive 
impact on their business operations.
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Number of locations:   40

Type of cameras:   IP Cameras

Number of cameras:   200+

Camera manufacturer:   Mobotix

Integration uses:   Port Forward  / No Onsite Hardware
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